
THE GENERAL THEORY OF CONGRUENCES*
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1.   Introduction

The general theory of congruences may be based upon the following con-

siderations.    Let the system of partial differential equations

yv = mz,        zu = ny,

yuu = a y + b z + c yu + d g„,

Zw = a' y + V z + c' yu + d' zv,

dy dy d2y
yu = d~u'    Vv=dv'    Vuu =dl? '    etc"

be completely integrable. It will then have precisely four pairs of linearly

independent solutions (#(i), zw), (¿ = 1,2,3,4), such that the general

solution will be of the form

y    =    YjC(k)y(k)> Z    =    ¿CWZW.

*=1 *=1

Let ym, ■ ■ ■ 2/(4) and s(1), • • • z(4> be interpreted as the homogeneous coordi-

nates of two points Py and Pz. As m and v vary, these points will describe

two surfaces, Sy and S2 (either or both of which may be degenerate), and the

line Py Pz will generate a congruence whose focal surface consists of the two

surfaces Sv and S¡. Moreover the ruled surfaces of the congruence obtained

by equating either u or v to a constant will be its developables. t

All congruences whose focal surfaces have two distinct sheets may be

studied by this method.

The invariants and covariants of a system of form (D) are those functions

of the coefficients and variables which are left unchanged (absolutely or

except for a factor), when system (D) is subjected to any transformation of

the form
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(D)

where
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y=\iu)y,       z = ßiv)z,       ü = <piu),       v = üv),

where X, ß, <p, and i are arbitrary functions of the variables indicated. It is

easy to see that the invariants and covariants of (P) are intrinsically con-

nected with those properties of the congruence which are invariant under

projective transformation. Therefore the theory of congruences based upon

a consideration of the invariants and covariants of a system of form (P) is a

projective theory.*

It is the purpose of the present paper to enrich the theory of congruences,

making use of the analytical basis just indicated, by the introduction of a

number of new geometrical concepts. The results, aside from their intrinsic

interest, throw a great deal of light upon a number of questions in the theory

of surfaces. To mention only one instance: we shall find a geometrical

interpretation for the condition which Bianchi expresses by saying that a

conjugate system is isothermally conjugate.

2.   The axis of a surface point with respect to a given conjugate

system.   the axis congruence and the axis curves

The fundamental covariants of system (P) are y, z, p, and cr, where

(i) p = yu-—y,     o- = zv-—z.

The point Pp whose coordinates are given by (1) is on the cuspidal edge of the

developable which is formed by the tangents of the curves v = const, on S„

constructed at the various points of the same curve u = const. The locus

of Pp, the surface S,, is therefore the second sheet of the focal surface of the

congruence which is composed of the tangents to the curves v = const, on S„.

Moreover, the curves u = const, and v = const, on Sp form again a conjugate

system, the first Laplacian transform of the given conjugate system on Sv.

The point Pa is related in similar fashion to the congruence composed of the

tangents to the curves u = const, on Sz and to the minus first Laplacian

transform.

The four points P„ Pz Pf P„ are, in general, not coplanar and we shall

make use of them systematically as the vertices of a local tetrahedron of

reference, for the purpose of studying the properties of a congruence in the

vicinity of one of its lines. To completely define this local coordinate system,

we shall say that the coordinates of any point given by an expression of the

form
a-i 7/ 4- a-2 z 4- a;3 p 4- a;4 tr,

when referred to the system Pv P2 Pp P„ shall be proportional to

iXi,X2, X3, Xi).

* Brussels Paper, §§ 1-3.
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Let us consider the planes which osculate the curves u = const, and v =

const, on Sy; i. e., the curves along which the developables of the congruence

touch the focal sheet Sy. The osculating plane of the curve v = const, on Sv

is determined by the three points whose coordinates are ( #(1), ■ • ■ 2/(4) ),

(y«') ••• y(u)> and (y{H, ••• 2/„J), or as we shall henceforth say more

briefly, by the three points y, yu, and yuu.    Now we have

y»=—y + P,

yuu = {a + c-^)y + lb + d-^)z + cp + da.

Therefore the coordinates of these three points in the local coordinate system

Py Pz P„ Pa are

(1,0,0,0),(^,0,l,o),       and       {a + c^,b + d^,c,d)

respectively.   Therefore we find

(2) dx2-(b + dî^)xi = 0

as the equation of their plane.    In the same way we find

(3) x3 = 0

as the equation of the plane which osculates the curve u = const, of Sv at Py,

a result which is geometrically obvious, in so far as this is also the plane

tangent to S¡ at P2.    Of course the plane (2) is also tangent to Sp at Pp.

We prefer to write equation (2) in a different form obtained from it by

making use of the conditions which the coefficients of (D) must satisfy in

order that (D) may be completely integrable. These integrability conditions

are as follows:*

c = /u,       d' = fv,       b = — dv — dfv,       a' = — c'u — c'fu,

W = mn — c' d = fuv,

m-uu + dvv + dfvv + dvfv — /„ mu = ma + db',

(I)
nvv + c'uu + c' fUu + c'afu — fvnv = c' a + nb',

2mu n + mnu = av + fu mn + a' d,

mvn + 2mnv = b'u + fv mn + be',

where / may be any function of u and v.

The third of these integrability conditions enables us to replace (2) by the

equivalent equation

* Brussels Paper, p. 17, eq. (12).
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(4) * + (/.+§-=*)«.-0.

The curves u = const, and v = const, form, of course, a conjugate system

on Sy. Wc shall call the line of intersection of the osculating planes of the two

curves of this system which meet at Py, the axis of the point Pv with respect to

this conjugate system.    The equations of this axis are then

(5) .T2 + (/,+^-5):r4 = 0,        a-3 = 0.

Clearly the axis of Py passes through Py and all of the axes, formed for all

of the points of the surface Sy, form a congruence which we shall call the

axis congruence of the given conjugate system on Sy.

We now proceed to determine the developables of the axis congruence, or

what amounts to the same thing, those curves on Sy which have the property

that the axes of all of their points form a developable. These curves are the

curves of intersection of Sy and the developables of the axis congruence.

Let us write

(0) ,«_ _(/.+*_£), + ,.

Then the point whose coordinates are given by t(v) is on the axis of Py. It is,

more specifically, the point in which the axis intersects Pz P„, and we may

think of the axis as determined by the two points y and t(î,) . The condition

that the axis shall generate a developable of the axis congruence may also be

expressed in this form; two consecutive axes shall intersect. Now, the axis

of the surface point, which belongs to the parameters u 4- ou, v 4- ôv, is

obtained by joining the point whose coordinates are given by

Y = y 4- Vu ou 4- Vv ôv
to the point

But we have, making use of (P) and (1),

mu
Vu =—y 4- P,       Vv = mz,

*-(j+ï)»+[(s).+-]"

M*+'5)'+[(5).+*+5(M]'+''+(ï+*)'-
The coordinates of any point on the line YTM are given by an expression of

the form XF 4- ßT(y). Therefore, the coordinates of such a point, referred to

the local tetrahedron Py P2 Pp P„, will be
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Xi

x2

.x(i+a*,)+(,[.(5+s)i. + (^+^)l.],

= Xmi» +„[ - (/. +¿ - ^) + | (j)_ + m» | S«

{G).+*+*6+')W+
a;3 = XSw + pc' 5»,

X4 = p\l +U+d'JoBj.

This point will be on the axis of Py if and only if its coordinates satisfy equa-

tions (5), i. e., if and only if X, p, Su, and 6v can be chosen so as to satisfy

the conditions

Xm5, + p[{Q)B + mn)ÛM + {Q)K+6'-^(^ + d')}5,]=0,

XSw + pc' 5v = 0.
But we have, from (I),

b „      d„
d~     ^      d '       d  " f*'

and therefore

d2 log d , a2 log d
-   -— + mn = c d-r—5—,
dudv dudv(3).+■»--/«

m/ mu      m„„\

= -dr+/um~ W'

the equality of the last two members being established by means of the sixth

of the integrability conditions (I).   Let us put

J              . mu     muu
= a + /u-,

J   m       m

(7)

di = d\cd-^udir)'

where the notation di has been used to indicate the fact that di is the coef-

ficient which corresponds to d in the system (Di) obtained from (D) by appli-

cation of the first Laplace transformation.*

With these notations, the above conditions for intersection of yr^ with

Ytw reduce to

* See Brussels Paper, equation (137).
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Xdmôv 4- ß ( di ou — mlôv ) = 0,

(8)
Xôu 4- ßc' ôv = 0,

giving

(9) di ou2 — mlôuôv — c' dmôv2 = 0

as the differential equation of the developables of the axis congruence. If we

call the curves in which these developables intersect Sy its axis curves, we may

also regard (9) as the differential equation of the axis curves on Sy.

If a point Py moves along one of the axis curves on Sy, the corresponding

axis describes a developable and meets the cuspidal edge of this developable

in the point Xy 4- ßTiv), where the ratio X : p. is connected with ou : ôv by

means of (8). Let us speak of the two points, determined in this way on the

axis, as its foci. They are given by the expression Xy 4- p-r<!,) where X : ß

is determined by the quadratic equation

dmX2 — mIXß — c' «\ p,2 = 0.

We may express this more elegantly as follows. The factors of the quadratic

covariant

(10) c' di y2 - mlyr™ - dm ( t™ )2

determine the foci of the axis ivhich passes through Py.

If the invariant / is equal to zero, the axis curve tangents and the tangents

of the given conjugate system on Sy form a harmonic pencil. Moreover, the

foci of the axis in that case divide harmonically the points in which the axis

meets the original surface and the line which joins the corresponding points

of the first and second Laplace transforms.

The asymptotic lines of Sy are given by the differential equation*

(11) dôu2 4-mÔv2 = 0.

Therefore the axis curves can coincide with the asymptotic lines only if the

simultaneous conditions

(12) 1 = 0, ^-2^ = 0dudv

are satisfied. If the simultaneous invariant of (9) and (11) is equal to zero,

the axis curves form a conjugate system.    But this condition reduces to

d2 log d

which gives on integration

d = U ■ V,

where U is a function of u alone, V a function of v alone. Thus, the axis

curves form a conjugate system on Sy, if and only if d is a product of a function

of u alone by a function of v alone.

* Brussels Paper, eq. (111).
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If this condition is satisfied, the conjugate system formed by the axis curves

will coincide with the original conjugate system of Sy, if and only if the further

conditions

(14) c'd = c'm = 0

are fulfilled. If m were to vanish, the whole theory of conjugate systems

would be inapplicable since the surface Sy would, in that case, degenerate into

a curve. Excluding that case, (14) gives c' = 0. Therefore S2 must be de-

velopable.* Equations (7) show that di will also vanish on account of (13)

and (14), i. e., Si is also developable. Thus, if the axis curves of a conjugate

net on a non-degenerate surface coincide with the given conjugate net, the

first and minus first Laplace transformations both give rise to nets on develop-

able surfaces.

If
(15) di = ml = c' dm = 0

the axis curves of Sy are indeterminate and the axis congruence reduces to

the system of lines through a fixed point. If Sy does not degenerate into a

curve, m 4= 0, and we must have

(16) c'd = 0,       dd^jß = 0,       7 = 0.
dudv

It remains to state briefly the corresponding formulas for the second sheet

Sj of the focal surface. The axis of Pz joins this point to the point whose

coordinates are given by

(17)       ,._(*+*), + ,_ _(,.+<_5)r+,.

The differential equation of the axis curves of the surface S¡ is

(18) c' dnôu2 4- nJôuôv — clt ôv2 = 0,
where

J = h' 4-f — — —
J ~b  +}v n       n '

(19)
,/ o2logc'\

C-i=C[cd-^udv~)-

3.   The ray of a surface point with respect to a given conjugate

system.   The ray congruence and the ray curves

Let us apply the principle of duality to the notions of § 2. The osculating

plane of the curve v = const, is replaced by the point of intersection of three

consecutive tangent planes of Sy along such a curve v = const. But this is

the point Pp.   Similarly three consecutive tangent planes of Sv along a curve

* Brussels Paper, end of § 4.
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u = const, intersect in P¡. Thus, the line Pp Pz corresponds dualistically

to the axis of the point Fp. We shall call the line Pp Pz, which joins corre-

sponding points of the first and minus first Laplace transformed nets, and

which corresponds dualistically to the axis of Py, the ray of Py. We shall

moreover speak of the totality of these rays, as the ray congruence, and call

the curves on Sv which correspond to the developables of this congruence,

the ray curves of Sv. Further, we shall speak of the points in which any ray

touches the cuspidal edges of the two developables of the ray congruence to

which it belongs, as the foci of the ray.

By means of a method closely analogous to that of § 2, we find the following

results. The foci of any ray are given by an expression of the form Xz + pp

where the ratio X : p is either root of the quadratic

(20) mn\2 + ml\p - dmxp2 = 0,

where
,«,n / d2 log ra\
(21) mi^m^mn--^^).

This may also be expressed as follows. The foci of the ray are given by the

factors of the quadratic covariant

(22) dwii z2 + mlzp — mnp2.

The ray curves on Su are determined by the differential equation

(23) dmnbu2 — mlbubv — mi ôv2 = 0.

The simultaneous invariant of (23) and (11) is

d2 log m

dudv   '

and d is different from zero if Sy is not developable. Therefore we obtain

the following theorem. The ray curves form a conjugate net on a non-developable

surface, if and only if

(24) ^tF-0.dudv

Now, in accordance with the theory of Darboux,* the conjugate system

composed of the curves u = const, and v = const, on Sv may be studied by

means of the equation

(25) yuv -—yt + mny,
Tit

which follows from (D). The Laplace-Darboux invariants of this equation

are
..-. , , d2 log m
(2o) h = mn,       k =-r—-— + mn,

dudv

* Théorie des surfaces, vol. 2.
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so that (24) is equivalent to the condition h = k. We have found the follow-

ing new interpretation for this condition.

A conjugate system on a non-developable surface has equal Laplace-Darboux

invariants, if and only if its ray curves also form a conjugate system.

The condition h = k, or in our notation

d2 log to

dudv
0,

has been interpreted, by Darboux, in another quite different fashion. We

shall now explain and at the same time generalize Darboux's interpretation.

If we let v remain constant, a line, of our congruence will generate a develop-

able as the variable u changes. The point in which this line meets the cuspidal

edge of the developable which it describes, will be the point P2, and the

osculating plane of the cuspidal edge at P2 will be the plane of the three points

( L m" \
(27) z,        zu = ny,       zuu = ( nu 4- n — j y 4- np.

This plane may be regarded as determined by three consecutive points of

the cuspidal edge, and we may determine a two-parameter family of conies

each of which passes through these three consecutive points, or in other words,

has second order contact with the cuspidal edge at P2.

Let Zk be the coordinates of any point of the cuspidal edge in the immediate

neighborhood of P2.   Then

Zk = zk4-~ÔU + \d-^ôu2 + ■■■ (* = 1,2,3,4),
du 2 du1

or, on account of (27),

Zk =    nôu 4- h Í nu 4- n— J ou2 4- • ■ ■  \yk + zk 4r (hnôu2 ) pk.

Thus, the parametric equations of the cuspidal edge, referred to the tetra-

hedron Py P2 Pp P„ , in the neighborhood of Pz, may be expanded in the form

a;i = nôu 4- h ( nu 4- n —- low2 + • • •,
(28) V m /

a*2 = 1 4- • • •,       a-3 = \nôu2 + ■ • •,

where the omitted terms are of higher than the second order in 5m .

In order to find the most general conic of the plane a;4 = 0 which has second

order contact with the cuspidal edge at P2, it suffices to determine the coef-

ficients of the quadratic equation

An x\ 4- ■ ■ ■ 4- 2Ai2 xi Xi + • • • = 0

in such a way that this equation shall be satisfied by the expressions (28)
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up to and including second order terms.    We find in this way

(29) An (x\ - 2nx2 x3) + A33 x\ + 2AW xx x3 = 0

as the equation of the most general conic which has second order contact

with the cuspidal edge of the developable v = const, at the point Pz.

The point Pp stands in the same relation to the curves u = const, of Su

which connects the point P. with the curves v = const. If we give a fixed

value to u and allow v to vary, the line Pv Pp generates a developable of the

first Laplacian transformed congruence whose cuspidal edge is the locus of Pp.

Since we have

mi fniA
p* = mp'        p" = {m)vy + miZ'

this cuspidal edge is represented, up to and including terms of the second

order, by the expansions

(30) xi= — 8v + i(—)ôv2+---,     x2 = \mièv2+---,     x3 = 1 + ■ ■ ■,
ni \ m j y

again referred to the coordinate system of Py Pz Pp P„. Equations (30)

show that the coefficients of (29) may always be determined so that (29) shall

touch the cuspidal edge (30) at Pp, but that the contact will be of the second

order only if
d2 log m ^

dudv

if we exclude the case mi = 0 from consideration since, in that case, the

surface described by Pp would degenerate into a curve.

We have therefore proved Darboux's theorem which states that there exists

a conic having second order contact with both of these cuspidal edges if and

only if the given conjugate system of curves on Sy has equal invariants. We

may combine the two results in the following statement.

Given two one-parameter families of curves (u = const, and v = const.)

forming a conjugate system on a non-degenerate surface Sy. Consider the develop-

ables composed of the tangents of curves of one of these families and circumscribed

about Sy along a fixed curve of the other family. Let Pz and Pp be the points in

which the tangents of the curves u = const, and v = const., which cross at a point

Py of Sy, meet the cuspidal edges of these circumscribing developables. More-

over, let the loci of Pz and Pp for all possible values of u and v be non-degenerate

surfaces. If there exists a conic in the tangent plane of Su at Py, which has

second order contact, at Pz and Pp respectively, with the cuspidal edges of both

of these circumscribing developables, then the ray curves of Sy with respect to the

given conjugate system themselves form a conjugate system and the original conju-

gate system has equal Laplace-Darboux invariants. Moreover, each of these

three properties implies the other two.
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In general, i. e., whether d2 log m/dudv is zero or not, we can always find a

unique curve of the family (29) which shall have simple contact with the

cuspidal edge (30) at Pp, viz. ;

(31) C = x\-2nx2xz = 0.

Thus the conic C has second order contact with (28) at Pz and simple contact

with (30) at Pp.    Similarly the conic

(32) C' = x\- 2^*2X3 = 0

has second order contact with (30) at Pp and simple contact with (28) at Pz.

We shall speak of the two conies in the tangent plane of Py, which are defined

in this way, as the Darboux conies of the point Py, although they have been

considered by Darboux only in the special case ( h = k ) in which they coin-

cide. We may then state the previous theorem more briefly by saying that a

conjugate system with equal invariants is one for which the Darboux conies

of every surface point coincide.

Let us consider any line x3 = kx2 through the point Py, and in the tangent

plane. Such a line will intersect each of the Darboux conies in a pair of

points. If we denote by X the double ratio of these four points, without

breaking up the pairs determined by each of the conies, we shall find

(Biyi
^-4-1
„2 „     I     1

mi
4_2_

mr n

so that X is independent of k. Clearly X is an absolute invariant of the conju-

gate system formed by the curves u = const, and v = const, on Sy. If we

prefer a different form of statement, we may say that X is an absolute invariant

of the congruences formed by the tangents of these curves, or of a single one

of these congruences since each of them determines the other.

The quantity
c'd

o = -
mn

is also an absolute invariant of the given conjugate system. If we consider

the congruence formed by the tangents of the curves u = const, on Sv, the

invariant o may be defined as follows. To every line of the congruence, there

belong two linear complexes (the Wälsch associated complexes of the line);

8 is the double ratio of these complexes with respect to the two special linear

complexes of their pencil.*   We ohall speak of S as the Wälsch invariant of

* Brussels Paper, eq. (69).
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the curves u = const.   The Wälsch invariant of the curves v = const., is

C] di       mdi

Toi ni     mid'

Let us suppose that the curves u = const, and v = const, form a conjugate

system on Sy of the particular kind which Bianchi calls an isothermally

conjugate system. We can see without much difficulty that this will be the

case if and only if

(34) ^> = 0_dudv

In fact, the surface Sy is determined except for projective transformations,

by the simultaneous system of partial differential equations

myuu — dyvv = amy 4- cmyu 4- ( 6 - d—- I yv,

yuv = mny 4-~ yv,

obtained from system (P) by differentiation and elimination of z and the

partial derivatives of z.   But from (35) it is evident that the conjugate

system formed by the curves u = const, and v = const, will be isothermally

conjugate, if and only if (34) is satisfied.

The relative invariant

IF = mn — c' d

vanishes, if and only if the congruence composed of the tangents of the curves

u = const, on Sy is a W congruence.*    The invariant

IFi = mini — c{ di

has the same significance for the congruence composed of the tangents of the

curves v = const, on Sy.    We easily find

d2 log d/m
(36) Wi - W = dudv

a relation which gives rise to a theorem discovered recently by Demoulin

and Tzitzéica. If both of these congruences are W-congruences, the curves

u = const, and v = const, form an isothermally conjugate system on Sy and these

same properties are possessed by all of the conjugate systems and congruences

obtained from the original ones by any number of Laplace transformations. This

result may also be stated as follows. 7/ the first Laplacian transform of a

W-congruence is again a W-congruence, the same is true of all of its Laplacian

transforms, and each of these congruences determines, by means of its developables,

an isothermally conjugate system on each of its focal surfaces.    I may be per-

* Brussels Paper, eq. (59) and (84).
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mitted to mention that I published a similar theorem about congruences

belonging to linear complexes in my Brussels paper* several years before the

announcement of the above theorem by Demoulin and Tzitzéica. Moreover,

although all congruences which belong to linear complexes are W congruences,

my theorem is not a special case of Demoulin's. It is of interest however to

remark that there exist a number of similar theorems concerning properties

of conjugate systems which are preserved by Laplacian transformations.

Let us return to the more general case of an isothermally conjugate system.

We now see that the condition (34) for such a system may be written in the

form Wi = W, or
mi        di       ,

8,
wr n dmn

= 1

or since ôi = mdi/mi d, in the form

mi 1 - 8

m2 n     1 — ôi '

or finally, on account of (33), in the form

(37) fi±*Y = A__   2 )
\l-\)      (l-8)(l-8i)-

This equation contains an important result. The condition that a system

of curves be isothermally conjugate is equivalent to the simple algebraic relation

(37) between the absolute invariants \, 8, and 8i of the given conjugate system

where, it should be recalled, each of these invariants has been completely interpreted

from the point of view of projective geometry.

The dual considerations may be carried out as follows. Let s(1), *(2),

s(3) f 5(4> De tne co-factors of Xi, x2, x3, xt in the determinant

Xi

yw

„o)

Xi

yw

yi2)

Xz

(3)
y

Xi

y

«<») >/4>y*      tu      yv     y\

,0) „(2) „(3) „(4)\y\      y\      vv     y.
Then s(1), «(2), s(3), s(4) are the coordinates of the plane tangent to Sv at Py,

and any one of these four quantities may be represented by a symbol of the

form

s = D(y, yu, yv) = mD(y, yu, z),

where D stands for a determinant of the third order.    Similarly

_ r = D(z, z„, z„) = nD(z, y, zv)

* Brussels Paper, § 11.
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represents the coordinates of the plane tangent to S2 at P2.    If we put

Y = -e-f,       Z=-e~f,
n m

we find that Y and Z are solutions of the adjoint system of (P), viz.:*

Yv = MZ,      Zu = NY,

(D) Ym = AY + BZ + CYu + D Zv,

Zvv = A' Y 4- B' Z 4- C Yu 4-D'Zv,
where

M = c',       N = d,

(38) A = a — cu, B = nd' — nv,        C = — c,        D = n,

A' = mc-mu,        B' = b'-d:, C' = m, D' = - d.

The fundamental covariants of (P) are Y, Z, and

M N
(39) R=YU--~Y,       2 = ZV-1¡Z,

and it is easy to see that R and S are the coordinates of the planes tangent

to S„ and Sp at P„ and Pp respectively.

Any expression of the form

(40) UiY + u2Z 4- u3 R 4- w4 S

will represent a plane. We choose a local system of reference, whose tetra-

hedron is composed of the four planes Y, Z, R, and S, in such a way that,

with respect to it, the coordinates of the plane (40) shall be proportional to

Mi, u2, u3, Ui. It may be noted that the tetrahedron Y, Z, R, S does not,

in general, coincide with y, z, p, a.

If now we let u remain constant while v changes, the plane Y, which is

tangent to S2 at P2, will generate a one-parameter family of planes which

envelop a developable whose cuspidal edge is a curve u = const, on S„. Since

we have

YV = MZ,       Yvv = (mv4-M^)z4-M2,

the parametric equations of this one-parameter family of planes will be

mi = 1 4- • • •,       M2 = 375» 4- %(m, + M^ Ôv2 4- ■ ■ •,

«•s = 0 4- • • •,       ui = \Môv2 4- ■••,

where the expansion is complete up to and including terms of the second

* Brussels Paper, § 4.
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order.    The equation

(42) A22(ul - 2Mui Ui) + An u\ + 2A24 u2 w4 = 0,

with arbitrary values for ^22, ^44, ^24, represents the most general quadric

cone which has second order contact, along the generator through Pz, with

the developable circumscribed about Sz along a curve u = const.

The only cone of this family which also has contact, at Pi, with the develop-

able circumscribed about Sp along a curve v = const., is the cone

(43) u\-2MuiUi = 0,

whose vertex is the point Pv. In the same way we find the equation of a

second cone

N-i
(44) u\ - 2 -j^j- «1 Ui = 0,

whose vertex is also at Py, and which has second order contact at Pp with the

developable circumscribed about Sp along the corresponding curve v = const,

and simple contact with the developable circumscribed about Sz along the

corresponding curve u = const. These cones, whose equations may, on

account of (38), be written in the forms

(45) u\ — 2c' «1 Ui = 0,       «2 — 2 -j2Ui Ui = 0

respectively, shall be called the Darboux cones of the point Py. They coincide

if and only if

(46) -dUdV = °>

i. e., if the axis curves form a conjugate net on Sy, or if the Laplace-Darboux

invariants of the given conjugate system on Sy are equal when this system is

referred to tangential coordinates. It is only this special case which Darboux

has considered.

Any line through the point Py and in the tangent plane, will determine a

pair of planes tangent to each of the Darboux cones. Let p be the cross-

ratio of the two pairs of planes thus determined; we find

Vrf2

In the particular case of an isothermally conjugate system we obtain the rela-

tion
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(-LTÍ1)'
(48) my 55i(l -5)(1 -5i)'

an equation which corresponds dualistically to (37).

There is, of course, no difficulty in carrying out corresponding considerations

for the surface S2. We shall confine ourselves to writing down the most

important equations.

The differential equation of the ray curves of S2 is found to be

(49) — n_i 5m2 — nJôuôv 4- c' mnôv2 = 0,

where

(50)
(d2 log n \

mn-^aV)>

and the foci of the ray Py P„ of any point P2 of the surface S2 are given by the

factors of the covariant

(51) c' n_i y2 4- nJycr — mnxj2.

The axis curves and ray curves on Sy coincide if and only if

(52) ¿i = dmn,       mi = c' dm.

If Sy is neither degenerate nor developable, these conditions are equivalent to

, ,     d2 log to d2 log d
(53) W = mn - c'd =    ,  °      = - -~— •

dudv dudv

4.   Some further loci connected with the congruence

It is easy to verify that the axes of Py and Pz can not intersect. But the

osculating planes of the curve v = const, on Sy and of the corresponding curve

u = const, on S2 intersect in a line which we shall call the joint axis of the

points Py and P2. It is the line which joins the points given by the expressions

t(v) and t(2) . The developables of the joint-axis congruence are obtained by

integrating the differential equation

(54) ndi J5u2 -f    c' dmn I /„ + -?-" ) ( -^ + ~T-" ) — cli di

— mnlj    ôuôv 4- mc'_x 75r = 0,

an equation which may also be regarded as giving the joint-axis curves on

the surface Sy.

Similarly, if we define the line joining Pp to P„ as the joint ray of Py, we

find
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(55)    mn-i I8u2 —    c' dmn l/u + -r — ~~  / ( /» + "T-~ ) — mi n~1

— mnlJ   8uSv + mi nJ8v2 = 0

as the differential equation of the joint-ray curves on S„.

The characteristics of the osculating planes of the curves v = const, for

constant v and variable u, are of course the tangents of these curves, and the

cuspidal edges of the corresponding developables are the curves v = const,

themselves.

The one-parameter family composed of the osculating planes of the curves

v = const, constructed at all of the points of a fixed curve u = const, on Sy,

also fails to give rise to anything essentially new.    For the characteristics of

this family of planes are the tangents of the curves v = const, on Sp and their

congruence is therefore one of those obtained from the original congruence by a

Laplace transformation.

The University op Chicago,

February 12, 1915.


